DescenderPro

- The most comprehensive ceiling recessed projection screen in the market. Redesigned and improved for ease of installation and a clean finish.
- Easy Serviceability System – the roller with motor and screen surface can be ‘clicked’ in-place for easy installation and servicing. Once installed, the motor and screen surface remain accessible.
- After installation, the closure panel and side-caps align for a clean finish without gaps.
- Choose between the unique 2-step installation or use direct 1-step installation-option.
- The case and the projection screen surface can be made to exactly the right size and the case is available in any colour for optimal integration into any interior.
- The DescenderPro is supplied with a wall switch.
- A five-year limited warranty on the Descender range to match the high quality of the products.

Available dimensions
Minimum width: 180 cm
Maximum width: 400 cm

Other options
- Radio frequency: Includes built-in radio frequency receiver, making it possible to operate the screen using the supplied remote control.
- Without borders

Accessories
- All-in-One Control Box
- More on page 62

Matte White
Viewing Angle: 120°
Gain: 1.0

High Contrast
Viewing Angle: 100°
Gain: 1.1

Datalux
Viewing Angle: 70°
Gain: 1.5

Dimensions and product codes on page 88
2-Step installation

**Screen Case / Screen Surface Assembly**

- Order the screen case separate from the screen surface. Install the Screen Case during the rough-in stages and the Screen Surface Assembly at a later stage preventing any damage.
- The Screen Surface Assembly includes the roller, the motor and the screen surface.
- This assembly can be installed direct in the Screen Case in the ceiling by clicking it in place with the new easy connectors on either side. For servicing it is just as easy to remove the entire Screen Surface Assembly.
- Order the case first and decide the aspect ratio and screen surface at a later stage ensuring optimal flexibility.